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Add style to your writing: Grip Edition All Black and Gold 
 

Handwriting is back! In this age of apps and touch screens, handwritten notes are a special way 
to show your friends and family how much you appreciate them. Now we have a new and stylish 
series of writing instruments for fans of the written word: the Grip Edition All Black and Gold 
includes the Grip fountain pen and Grip ballpoint pen with a matte surface and stable stainless 
steel clip in chic gold or matte black. Both pens have a sleek design and are comfortable to 
hold.  
With its signature soft grip and a sophisticated nib and ink combination, the fountain pen glides 
silkily across the page. A touch of elegance: for both colour options, the stainless steel nib is 
black and available in EF, F, M and B. The Grip ballpoint pen comes with a large capacity, 
refillable XB permanent ink cartridge so you can write more with fewer refills. A great gift idea 
to mark life’s special occasions: this elegant pen can also be purchased as part of a set with a 
sleek metal case in either gold or black.   
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Springtime on the desk:  

Grip Pearl Edition in subtle pastel colours 

 

These three subtle spring colours now make working at a desk that bit sweeter: the new stylish 
Grip Pearl Edition range includes the Grip fountain pen, Grip ballpoint pen and Sparkle pencils 
with a shimmering pearl varnish in the soft colours of mint, rosé and light turquoise. All three 
feature a sleek design and are comfortable to hold. With its signature soft grip zone, 
sophisticated stainless-steel nib available in the widths EF, F, M and B and optimum ink/nib 
combination, the fountain pen glides silkily across the page. The Grip ballpoint pen comes with 
a large capacity, refillable XB permanent ink cartridge so you can write more with fewer refills. 
This stylish duo is complemented by the glittering Sparkle pencils with a twinkling glitter cap, 
also available in the delicate spring-fresh colours of mint, rosé and light turquoise. 
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Write to create - the new Hexo 

We type, we swipe, we post – so what role does handwriting actually still play? Writing is a 
process, a creative act, perfect for the young target group of digital natives, who need more 
space for their ideas than ever before and want to get them down on paper right away – without 
a screen.  
“Write to create” is the theme for the new Hexo, which sets the stage for the creative force of 
writing as an analogue counter-trend – the ideal tool for making ideas grow. Its look is both 
striking and stylish: with its hexagonal aluminium shaft and cap in pink, silver and black, it 
brings a whole new perspective to creative writing, doodling and sketching. As a ballpoint pen, 
the Hexo comes with a large-capacity cartridge in standard format (line width B), with black, 
indelible ink. The fountain pen, with a partially black, stainless steel nib, is available in line 
widths M, F, EF and B and is suitable for both right-handers and left-handers. The rollerball 
pen can be used with either a fast-drying roller cartridge or a fineliner cartridge. All writing 
instruments are available in black, silver and pink. 
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High sheen: the new Creative Studio Metallics markers 

Metallic coloured pens are a perennial favourite with both crafters and lettering enthusiasts. 
Our elegant markers will add just the right touch for creating and personalising home 
decorations or embellishing gifts for the special people in your life. Faber-Castell’s new 
Creative Studio Metallics markers add inspiration to the growing DIY market. They let you 
decorate almost any surface, such as paper, cardboard, glass, stone, plastic and metal. The 
colours are smudge proof, water resistant and even waterproof once they’ve been baked in the 
oven. The new Metallics marker features a 1.5 mm felt tip filled with water-based ink that is 
odourless and doesn’t bleed through paper. It's very easy to use: you don’t need to shake or 
pump the marker to get the ink to come out. Even the names we’ve given each of our new 
markers are designed to make your project that much more fun: Heart of Gold, Nothing Else 
Metals, Copper Cabana, Berry Nice, Ice Ice Blue and Wanderlust. 
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Highlight your ideas: Textliner 46 in shimmering metallics 

Time to shine – with an extra dose of glitter on the calendar! All you need is the new textliners 
from Faber-Castell in shimmering metallics. Add glistening metallic accents to paper with four 
new stylish colours: Glamorous Gold, Shiny Silver, Pearl Rose and Brilliant Ruby. The 
shimmering quartet is ideally suited for all creative trendsetters who want to add a touch of 
glamour to their bullet journals and mood trackers or that special finishing touch to their latest 
hand lettering project – creativity knows no bounds!  
With their long-lasting wedge tips in three different line widths and water-based ink that is 
suitable for all standard paper types, these metallic textliners are sure to impress. They are 
available in a wallet of four or individually from an eye-catching transparent display sphere. 
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Creativity on the move: Albrecht Dürer Watercolour Marker Gift Set  

The modern definition of watercolour painting: the Albrecht Dürer Watercolour Marker 
supports both spontaneous sketching and artistic watercolour painting and is particularly 
practical when out and about. Now available in an exclusive gift box containing 16 colours 
and a water brush – a high-quality set for passionate expert painters and amateur artists alike. 
The Watercolour Marker is suited to a variety of common techniques, because the two tips of 
the pen offer the flexibility required for every personal drawing style. The soft brush tip is 
great for bringing all-over colour to paper, while the sturdy fibre tip can be used for outlines, 
detailed drawings and precise lines. Both are ideal for the ever-popular creative pastime of 
watercolour painting. To create a traditional watercolour, the desired effect is achieved by 
using the water brush after applying the highly pigmented water-based ink, which mixes well 
and brings exceptionally radiant colours to paper. For passionate urban sketchers, the 
Watercolour Markers are all that is needed to capture scenes if creative inspiration strikes 
while out and about. The markers can also be used dry, for layouts or hand lettering, for 
example.                           

 

Albrecht Dürer Watercolour Marker Gift Set 
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Beautifully wrapped: Albrecht Dürer Watercolour Pencil Roll 

 

Albrecht Dürer watercolour pencils allow artists great versatility of expression when drawing, 
shading and painting in watercolours. The extraordinarily soft, rich pigment and high 
lightfastness allow surfaces to be transformed with just a few brush strokes to reveal the full 
radiance of colour. 
The perfect companion for artists to have at hand when out and about. The new Albrecht 
Dürer Watercolour Pencil Roll in faux suede ensures the pencils are stored safely in a 
compact case that fits in any bag. The roll includes 30 pencils and a water brush, each sitting 
in its own elastic loop. There are additional loops for other favourites, such as Pitt Artist Pens, 
pencils and more. 
For those who prefer the Albrecht Dürer Magnus with extra thick and extra soft 5.3mm leads, 
there is another roll with 18 watercolour pencils and a water brush. The roll makes 
spontaneous sketching and artistic watercolour painting possible anytime, anywhere! This is 
also a wonderful gift for creative professionals and ambitious watercolour artists alike. 
 

 

 

 

 

 


